Dawood Public School
Course Outline 2016-17
Nursery
Math

Concerned Books

1. NHM New Heinemann Math (R)
2. Printed copies

August

Oral counting from 1 – 10
Shape: circle

September

NHM (Sorting)
No 0, 1 and 2 will be introduced
Oral counting 10 - 20

Exercises:
1. Trace and Count
2. Trace and Write
3. Match the Shapes

Shapes:
Triangle, Square, Rectangle

October

NHM (numbers to 10)
No 3, 4 and 5 will be introduced
Oral counting 20 – 30

Exercises:
1. Write in Sequence
2. Count and Write
3. Tracing the Numbers
4. Match the Shapes

Shapes:
Oval, Trapezium, and Ellipse

November

No 6, 7 and 8 will be introduced
Revision

December
Mid Year Assessments
Winter Vacation
**January**

NHM (Numbers to 10)
No 9, 10, 11 and 12 will be introduced

**Exercises:**
1. Write in Sequence
2. Count and Write
3. Circle the correct Number
4. Match the Shapes

**Shapes:**
Pentagon and review of all shapes

**February**

NHM (Addition to 5)
No 13, 14, 15 and 16 will be introduced

**Exercises:**
1. Write the beginning Numbers
2. Trace and Match
3. Circle the correct Number
4. Match the Shapes

**Shapes:**
Curvilinear Triangle and Quatrefoil

**March**

NHM (Addition to 5)
No 17, 18, 19 and 20 will be introduced

**Exercises:**
1. Draw basic Shapes
2. Write from 1-20

**Shapes:**
Review of all Shapes

**April:**
Revision

**May:**
Final Assessments